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A RECONSIDERATION OF THE STRATEGIC LOCATION
FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDINGS
1. THE 1958 REPORT
Libraries today are living, changing things. Particularly so are public libraries,
the 10,000 dynamic service centers which try to provide the nation's population with
the stimulating ideas and the information which help America move steadily forward.
Librarians today have to be alive to today's changes. Services have broadened and
deepened even in the last five years. We are more concerned and responsive to social
and cultural problems and challenges. We are rushed along by the pressures of state
and federal aid. We assume that current developments like regional systems and auto-
mation will help solve major problems, but attention should always be given to more
efficient administration and better service to readers and their needs in each local
library, whether it be a branch of a system or not.
And it seems well to know what libraries are doing. Though no adequate statistics
were available as to how many public library books were being borrowed annually, we
published a 1961 estimate of "more than 550 million. " I Evidently this was too con-
servative, for USOE recently estimated that in 1965 public libraries lent 836 million
books to 65 million registered borrowers at a cost of $650 million annually. Inciden-
tally, if the USOE estimate is fairly accurate, this would mean a cost of about $10 per
registered borrower and 78 cents per circulation. Some librarians can remember a
national average of 12 cents per circulation. 3
One wonders how large a part the good or bad location of the library building and
its good or bad interior arrangement play in what seems a high present service cost.
Or does it make any particular difference to the taxpayer, or to society, that the usual
elementary cost unit, i.e., dividing expenditures by number of books lent, is so high?
One needs no reminder that circulation is only one library function. The time-
consuming, highly important reference function is growing rapidly in volume and in
intensiveness, but is not as yet being realistically measured as widely as it should be.
An acceptable 1967 standard is 3/4 to 1 reference question per capita. 4
In 1958, the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science published the
pamphlet, The Effective Location of Public Library Buildings.5 It has been reprinted
four times, and several thousand copies have been distributed. The author, without
grant or royalty, and at considerable personal expense, gathered considerable data
and examples, waited for hard facts in the form of detailed check-ups in two cities,
and presented a large array of opinions of an almost unanimous belief, on the part of
heads of over one hundred large and smaller libraries, that the most effective location
for a public library, in the mid-1950's, was in the heart of the downtown pedestrian
crowd. There was considerable evidence, and numerous cases were cited, to attest to
the validity of this conviction.
In this 1958 report several librarians were quoted as favoring some concession,
usually a site at a less costly and not so congested location, in order to make the
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parking problem less difficult. Parking was a major problem in library use in the
1950's.
The present report should be used in connection with the 1958 report because many
special topics are there covered in more detail than can be given space here. In Sec-
tion 8 of the present report we do present additional discussion on several special
topics, supplementing material in the 1958 report.
2. A FRESH REVIEW OF CHANGING FACTORS
Nine years have passed since that report was published, and twelve or fourteen
years since some of the materials for the 1958 report were actually gathered. In the
intervening period great changes, already visible then, have become even more evident
in American cities and towns. In particular, automobiles in use have increased more
than 50 percent since 1955 (see figures below). A general belief twelve years old has
to be looked in the face again to see how much validity it has in 1967. A complete
change in ideas and decisions on this important matter may be necessary.
This review seems to fall under three main heads:
(a) What are the present objectives of the American public library, and what
changes are in sight which would seem to affect its desirable location ?
(b) What is happening to the downtown business center of our cities which would
seem to affect public library location therein?
(c) Recognizing the great increase in automobile registration and use, and the ever
greater difficulty in parking, how is this affecting the library visiting habits of the
public ?
Unquestionably there are attitudes and beliefs on the part of librarians which cannot
be overlooked in weighing either opinions or facts. Also, it is not easy to come up with
specific facts and statistics except those so obvious or well known that they may be in-
terpreted in quite opposite ways.
For example, the Public Library Inquiry of 1947-1950 found that the segments of the
population with the best educational background and per family income produced the
highest percentage of actual and potential readers and library users. 6 This is entirely
compatible with the widely held conviction that a good library and a good librarian are
indefatigable in attempting to bring library service into the life of every citizen, re-
gardless of social, economic, or educational status. Now.a great national campaign is
on, to bring education to the underprivileged, to reduce the number of drop-outs, and
to encourage everyone to read. Who can foresee just how effective these efforts will
be? On the one hand, though failure in ability to read is characteristic of drop-outs,
one psychologist reminds librarians that flaunting the very idea of books and reading
in the face of the underprivileged person is a further wound to his personality and a
cause of even deeper feelings of inferiority. 7 On the other hand, we have a few cities
where perceptive, outgoing members of library staffs are finding great response and
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appreciation for their efforts, and are increasing reading and the ability to read among
previously neglected children.
These variations in social philosophy assuredly influence library objectives. The
missionary element of library promotion which was widespread in the 1920's and
1930's is not so evident today. It may well be that there is too much current preoc-
cupation with the forms and mechanics of organization and operation, e.g. regional
library systems (with whose objectives all agree) and data processing, which are
diverting attention from the individual customer. Some librarians are convinced that
by taking heed thereto they can and should greatly increase the proportion of library
users to total population. Other librarians do not seem to care, and say in effect,
"Everyone who's going to read will find the opportunity," which seems a bit like, "No
one can convince me that people won't walk a few blocks to use the library," as a Den-
ver trustee argued, who favored a bad site about half a mile from the downtown center.
On the other hand, by concentrating on its public services, the Baltimore Public Library
doubled its circulation in two years, at the same time greatly increasing the proportion
of non-fiction in its adult circulation. 8
Clearly, the library building, in its location, planning, design, attractiveness, atmo-
sphere and sense of welcome, will make a vast difference in how many citizens will use
it. We venture to stress this because so many public officials, trustees, architects, and
real estate men (many of them with an axe to grind, or with uncomprehending precon-
ceptions), completely overlook the library's objectives and welfare in considering the
project only in terms of "an impressive building in a beautiful setting."
Another changing factor which needs to be considered is expressed in a point of view
opposed to that expressed in the 1958 report, The Effective Location of Public Library
Buildings: "Do not follow outdated principles in choosing a library site. A quarter-
century or more ago, the principle was laid down and broadly accepted that a library
should be at the main intersection of the downtown area. . . . but . . . our social pat-
terns. .. have changed [and] no one. .. has challenged the appropriateness of that
dictum for today's conditions, as I do now." The tremendous growth in automobile use
is cited as influencing "the growth of great outlying shopping centers, suburban living,
the threatened collapse of good public transportation, and the down-grading in impor-
tance of the downtown areas of cities generally. In. .. hundreds of communities, the
busiest corner is no longer a downtown intersection but a place miles. .. out from the
city center where automobiles by the thousands pass every hour. ... I am merely
decrying acceptance of the slick, easily-mouthed formula of earlier years." 9 This does
sound logical indeed, except as to whether being on a suburban automobile stream real-
ly generates library use.
In most cities, the facts are nearly as quoted, except that it may be an exaggeration
that "hundreds" of the busiest spots are "miles" from the downtown centers, if we mean
busy pedestrian crowds and not merely cars whizzing by. It sounds as though reluctance
to change the "dictum" is a matter of stubborn refusal to change, whereas, as everyone
should know, change is an inexorable principle of life, and of living habits, of good ad-
ministrative methods, even of scientific theories.
On the other hand, in the recent views of many librarians there is plentiful evidence
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that the heart of downtown is still the major concentration spot. They are quoted below
and their opinions are in direct refutation of the foregoing statement, as are the state-
ments of many city planners, real estate men and observers of urban America.
Numerous librarians strongly believe that their colleagues who advocate placing a
new library anywhere else than in the heart of downtown are merely rationalizing their
disinclination to struggle for a good site, because of frequent local opposition, much
greater cost for a good than for a poor site, or lack of concern with the library's major
objective.
As one of the "downtown" advocates puts it, they are "rationalizing without realizing
it. .. making the best of a bad situation where the main library moved from the heart
of the city. . . to put the beautiful new building in a park setting."10 Or, as another
librarian puts it, "Many librarians, influential or not, tend to rationalize their own
situations and find ways of defending a condition which they cannot change."ll
3. WHAT IS THE PUBLIC LIBRARY'S MAIN OBJECTIVE ?
Useful recurring attempts to rephrase the function of the American public library
give varying emphasis to its educational, informational, and recreational services, but
they all imply the powerful constructive value of books, reading and information use.
They do not overlook the value of other media, some of which, like films and phono-
records, many libraries service effectively. They currently recognize the library's
obligation to the underprivileged. But they are almost certainly neglecting the promo-
tion of individual library use among the 60 percent of the population over twenty-one,
in favor of a national campaign to get all public libraries into regional systems, as a
means to greater efficiency and economy. We are impressed by the significant phrase
used by an Argentine educator, Ernesto Nelson, who studied American public libraries
and wrote a book in Spanish about them; he calls one of his chapters "The Social Pen-
etration of the Book."12 Most librarians would agree, and the present author assumes,
that promoting "the social penetration of the book" is the library's main purpose, with
all the implications and obligations of the most specialized, most enlightening types of
library service.
The selection, preparation and servicing of printed matter is and promises to con-
tinue to be the chief element of public library service, with major emphasis on widening
the circle of library users while improving and deepening the service to each patron.
The library's fundamental objective in 1967 is "The best materials and the best service
to be used by the largest number of citizens, old and young, at the least service cost."
This is a fair rephrasing for today of the ALA's 1876 motto: "The best books for the
greatest number at the least cost."
In seeking to give better service to more citizens, trustees and librarians must in-
evitably strive to get adequate budgets, adequate staffing, and adequate book and mate-
rials collections. All this investment of dollars deservedly needs to be measured in
the returns for the overhead. In the case of a bookstore, the owner would buy, build or
rent space where he expected to do the largest business, in crowded retail pedestrian
centers.13 We have seen or heard no valid argument or case which indicates that this
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same criterion does not apply equally to the public library.
In the 1958 Effective Location of Public Library Buildings, it was pointed out that
the larger the number of users in a library, the lower the cost per transaction, includ-
ing overhead, such as the capital investment in the building. It is difficult to see how
anything can change this basic principle: that an increased number of customers
means increased turnover and service including reference service, at less cost per
unit. Nevertheless many libraries are being badly located each year because little
attention is being paid to this administrative and cost aspect of the library's operations.
The best example we have found of a potential service cost estimate as influenced
by several possible sites, was the 1959 study made by Queens Borough Public Library
(cited in Section 8, below) which resulted in the interesting tabulation reproduced here
as Table 1. As noted in Tucker's comments below, it is based primarily on pedestrian
Table 1.
Queens Borough Public Library Central Building Site Study: Analysis of Sites in
Relation to Use and Cost of Public Services to Determine Breaking Point 1 4
Yearly Increase Overhead loss Overhead
circ. loss in cost for one year loss for life
Estimated Cost per relative per circ. in comparison of building
circulation item to over with Site X (Col. 6 x
Site per year circulated Site X Site X (Col. 4 x Col. 5) 30 years)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
X* 1,660,000 0.275 0 0 0 0
F 1,500,000 .304 160,000 .029 $4,640 per year $ 139,000
A 1,250,000 .365 410,000 .090 36,900 1,107,000
B 860,000 .53 800,000 .255 204,000 6,103,000
D 860,000 .53 800,000 .255 204,000 6,103,000
E 860,000 .53 800,000 .255 204,000 6,103,000
Present 860,000 .53 800,000 .255 204,000 6,103,000
13 730,000 .625 930,000 .350 326,000 9,770,000
C 730,000 .625 930,000 .350 326,000 9,770,000
*Site X is the ideal location at Jamaica Avenue and 193rd Street, the point of 100 per-
cent pedestrian saturation in the Jamaica shopping area.
Notes: Circulation per year is estimated on the basis of a new building of approxi-
mately 200,000 sq. ft. Unit costs are computed on the basis of public service
staffing only, at $456,500 per year and by the arbitrary device of dividing
total estimated circulation into estimated total annual staffing expenditures.
Source: A release from the Queens Borough Public Library
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counts and on the assumption (with which the present writer completely agrees) that
placing the library where the pedestrians are, and not where they are not, is the major
test of an excellent location. The difficulty is that a few librarians, many city planners
and most public officials, are not accustomed to thinking in terms of reaching the most
readers with the best books at the least cost, but only in terms of how difficult it is to
park a car where others besides specifically library users park.
4. INFLUENCE OF GROWTH OF AUTOMOBILE USE
The Ulveling quotation above ties increased car use to other urban changes. This is
well justified; in a general way the suburbs are a product of the automobile, though the
influx of underprivileged is another factor in the move to suburbia. The figures for
auto registration are for 1955, 62,688,792; for 1960, 73,868,682; and for 1966,
94,179,000.15 The resulting congestion and parking difficulties mount even while
many cities are building downtown public parking space at an increasing rate.
Obvious also is the influence of the automobile in the nationwide development of the
large and small outer city and suburban shopping center. The rapid growth and in-
creasing number of these convenient outlying centers is phenomenal. Librarians are
well aware that such shopping centers are often the strategic location for branch li-
braries, though here again it does not suffice to be merely in the vicinity of one; the
library needs to be where the people are and not five or six blocks from the center of
the shopping center. In the 1958 report on Effective Location. .. (p. 13) the case of
San Diego's El Cerrito branch was cited as an example of moving four blocks to get
better parking, and then having to fold up the branch. Another problem encountered
in several cases is that of choosing for branch location a shopping center which is not
large enough or not successful enough to generate sufficient crowds and business to
continue operations.
The front foot value of ground for a library building where it will generate the most
business is so high, either downtown or for a branch in a neighborhood shopping dis-
trict, that in most cases it is necessary to arrange for parking space nearby, e.g. on
a side or rear street, rather than on the building plot.
There are recent cases where parking space has been built in under the library
building. At Nashville the library plot in the business district slopes to the rear; the
front half of the basement in this 1965 building houses a solid bookstack while the
down-hill half provides a large parking space. At Tulsa's recent city-county library
there is underground parking for 183 cars. The new District of Columbia library will
occupy most of a large city block in the heart of the business district; the main floor
will be at sidewalk level but there will be two underground levels. The upper will in-
clude the schools division and a large auditorium, while most of the lower level will be
a large parking area for a hundred cars; this could later be used when needed for book
storage depending on the availability of parking space close by. Upper basement-level
space is highly valuable for storing library materials frequently used but crowded off
the main floor.
Many problems are involved in providing outdoor parking on the library's grounds.
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These include:
Whether to provide space at front, sides or rear?
How to estimate the number of spaces to provide ?
How to collect parking fees without paying the salary of an attendant ?
How to supervise two exits, one for a rear or side parking lot, if such a second en-
trance cannot be avoided, without detriment to the plan?
How to prevent secondary activities (such as group programs and meetings of out-
side organizations), and the resultant need for extensive parking, from dictating a bad
location ?
In many cases libraries have been badly placed, outside of congested areas, pri-
marily because local enthusiasts wished to be sure that crowds attending meetings and
group programs at the library would have easy parking. Usually these persons were
simply not acquainted nor concerned with a public library's chief services.
Just how important is the parking problem ? The evidence is overwhelming that it is
not nearly such an important factor as some persons imagine. In saying this we would
recognize the library's obligation to help find or create adequate parking, but not at the
expense of good location. Automobile traffic has drastically increased, and so have
parking difficulties. But one cannot discount nor evade the examples recited in the
1958 report nor the quotations as to 1966 situations, included below. The 1958 report
cited San Diego and Dallas, both of which had such spacious temporary quarters (San
Diego in an exposition building, Dallas in a disused but attractive railroad station)
while their new downtown buildings were being constructed. In both cases these tem-
porary locations not only doubled their previous space and were much better arranged
and more efficient quarters than their former library buildings, but both had 100 per-
cent easy generous parking. Both carried on a heavy program of publicity to promote
library use during the construction period, but both had a great drop in circulation and
reference service. On the other hand, both had a tremendous increase (Dallas 140 per-
cent in its reference use) for the first year in their new buildings over their temporary
quarters, even though their customers had to brave downtown traffic, had not an inch of
parking on library property, and parking within a block was hard to come by.
The sad stories about parking problems and the impressive statistics on ever more
automobiles in use imply that reference service should be slowing down by now, but
they are belied by the figures in Table 2 on reference usage of Dallas' central building,
opened September 1955.
Table 2.
Reference Use and Circulation of the Dallas Central Library, 1955-196416
Years Reference Circulation
1955/56 220,522 319,819
1956/57 317,563 422,097
1957/58 346,576 509,679
1958/59 412,852 585,448
1959/60 474,072 603,566
Years Reference Circulation
1960/61 515,317 627,662
1961/62 553,682 602,985
1962/63 585,285 614,355
1963/64 614,355 582,626
1964/65 660,836 544,397
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Some advocates of providing generous parking for readers have in the past claimed
that putting a library where the crowds of people are is only a device to roll up circu-
lation figures, or as one city planner put it, "nothing but light fiction for office clerks."
Nothing could be further from the truth; strategic location affects the most consequen-
tial informational services of the library.
In contrast to Dallas, with an estimated city population of 802,600 in 1966, Houston
with a 1966 city population estimated at 1,142,000 lent only 451,230 books from its
central library in 1965, and looked up only 144,311 reference questions at central.
The major obvious reason is that Dallas' central building has an excellent downtown
location, whereas Houston's library is in a "civic center" ten blocks or so from the
major downtown pedestrian intersection. A 1964 poll of 2,021 patrons of Akron's
central library, which was downtown a few short blocks from Main Street, showed that
67 percent drove to the library in their own cars, 16 percent in someone else's car,
and 39 percent did other errands on their downtown trip; though 83 percent came by
car, only 2 percent said that library parking was a necessity. 17 People who go down-
town undoubtedly need parking space, but it is not necessary for the library or any
other single agency to provide such space on its own. We believe that more can be
done than most cities have done to provide better parking at strategic downtown sites.
We have not been able to find any figures to show that in libraries located in these
outlying, easy-to-park neighborhoods the proportion of women users is much greater
than downtown, but we surmise so, and raise the question whether it is desirable for
a public library to attract more women than men. Figures from the well-located San
Diego central library in February 1965 showed 70 percent male and 30 percent female
users.18 We do not imply anything more estimable in serving men than women with
library materials, but the assumption may be valid that a larger proportion of con-
sequential materials are used by men, as predominantly salary earners, than by
women.
It is argued that in some large cities "downtown is dead" after business hours. If
so, it would logically seem to mean easy parking; perhaps this is one reason why many
central city libraries have such busy evenings.
We shall shortly quote considerable testimony on the optimum location of public
library buildings, but much of it combines the subject of parking with the great ques-
tion as to what is happening to the heart of downtown, the central business district.
5. WHAT'S HAPPENING TO DOWNTOWN?
Impressive figures from various sources indicate that retail sales in the central
business district are declining: "Money and brains keep draining out of every core
city into the suburbs in every metropolitan area of America."'19 At the same time
many articles in the general magazines and newspapers, in books on urban problems,
and in the real estate, retail trade, city planning, architectural and other periodicals,
make it equally clear that a tremendous program of downtown renewal is now going
on in hundreds of large and small cities, that the downtown city core is coming back
and has a bright future, and that every city with intelligent leadership can find ways
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to renew downtown and protect the enormous investment in downtown real estate and
business.
To anticipate the conclusions on this point, there are two incontrovertible facts
which bear directly on library location:
1. Downtown is still and by far the area where the greatest number of people are;
we shall support this partly by quotations, source documents and cases below.
2. The front foot value of downtown property is far higher than that in any outlying
shopping center or in any other location. The reason it continues to be most valuable
is that it attracts the greatest number of persons.
The figures for 116 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas show decreases in 1963
dollar retail sales totals in their central business districts in 90 of these cities, as
compared with 1958. 2 0 The fact might be expected that in almost every SMSA there
has been a continuing decline in the proportion of central business district sales to
total area sales because of the increasing number and size of suburban shopping
centers and the populations around them. However, store sales in the central busi-
ness district have increased in numerous cases. No one can overlook another fact:
many city downtown stores have made additions, remodelled and otherwise prepared
for larger downtown business. And new buildings and stores are also being added;
Woolworth for example is placing most of its new stores in downtown areas instead
of suburbs, because President Kirkwood senses "a trend of rejuvenation in the center
city." 2 1 In Dallas a major new downtown department store was recently opened.
The significant factor in all library planning, both of services as well as locations,
is the widespread rebuilding of the heart of our cities, large and small. It is true that
many cities have not got into stride on downtown renewal, but any city which has civic
leadership and backbone is either busily at it or getting plans ready to embark on such
a program. Nor does this always require extensive rebuilding; in at least a few cities
there is a tremendous downtown redevelopment that involves demolition on only a
minor scale. One of the best examples of the latter is Atlanta, one of America's
fastest growing cities, with five successive building boom years. 2 2 In 1965, in down-
town Atlanta, fourteen large building projects were underway including eight multi-
story office and organizational buildings. The two big downtown department stores
are ringing up heavy sales; one had just opened a multi-level parking garage. The
central library is next door. And the continued and accelerated growth farther and
farther into the suburbs has not been at the expense of downtown Atlanta. In contrast
was Boston in 1960, where "the central business district looked to be on its last
legs." 2 3 But it is coming back.
In the first paragraph of this report we reminded ourselves to try and be aware of
what is going on in our society. Any librarian, trustee, city planner or other respon-
sible official who thinks it sensible to leave behind all this activity, this crowd of in-
telligent people, these office and business employees, these shoppers and errand doers,
this day-by-day gathering of the major constructive segments of the population, just to
place the library where parking is easy, is guilty of violating this principle.
Space is lacking to summarize adequately this nationwide movement to renew and
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strengthen the inner city core. This includes bringing back great numbers of middle
class residents and not abandoning downtown to the underprivileged. 2 4 The Interna-
tional Downtown Executives' Association is a stimulant to this renewal. The litera-
ture is overwhelming, including Jane Jacobs' The Death and Life of Great American
Cities, 2 5 whose iconoclastic ideas about paying more attention to the daily living
habits of the average family, before uprooting it and forcing it into unrealistic sur-
roundings, gave many city planners a jolt. One should see also Victor Gruen's classic
interpretation, The Heart of Our Cities; the Urban Crisis, Diagnosis and Cure, 2 6 and
the 672-page, 1966 collection of twenty-six selected articles edited by James Q. Wil-
son, cited above. 2 0
After false starts, wasted funds, unfortunate experiments with many failures, in-
cluding wholesale demolition of both residence and downtown areas where much could
have been salvaged, the present Federal Housing and Renewal Acts and their admin-
istrators are encouraging and producing more selective and resultful downtown re-
building. "[T]he downtown section must be vital, exciting, and economically sound
for the sake of the whole city. To date, downtown urban redevelopment has been a
factor in sparking the renaissance of more than a score of .. . cities.",2 7 A score is
not very many, but the Weaver article was written in 1965 and the Wilson book notes
that, in early 1966, 1,600 renewal projects were underway in 770 communities, many
of them without federal aid.2 8 Increasingly they include smaller cities like Rutland,
Vermont (20,000 population), where without federal aid an extensive shopping center
on the main downtown street has replaced old buildings and railroad tracks, while the
library, six long uphill blocks away in a residential area, still suffers from underuse
despite a recent addition.
The present rejuvenation of city centers is involving billions of dollars a year and
Congress is considering a greatly accelerated program: "The downtowns . . . hold the
key to reshaping urban America." 29 In several cities, like Norfolk and Yonkers, high-
rise apartments are bringing back downtown the kind of residents who use books and
libraries. A recent account summarizes the main features in nineteen large cities,
including Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle, the early 1950's forerunner of all the others. 2 9
An increasing part is being played by private capital not only in financing but perhaps
more importantly in the realistic planning of these huge undertakings. 3 0 Responsible
financiers who decide on major investment funds, for example the most trusted in-
surance companies, are now pouring millions into the central business districts of
many cities.31 This is strangely inconsistent with the notion that all these "downtowns"
are going to perish and die because of parking difficulties. Numerous other changes
will characterize the renewed downtown, such as decreased loft and industrial space
and increased office and apartment space, both of which mean increased per capita
library use, but they need not be detailed here, except to note that large scale down-
town parking is being increasingly provided as basic to all downtown renewal. 3 2 In
1967 Congress is considering diversion of highway construction funds to speed up
downtown parking facilities, and Governor Rockefeller is working to create state-
sponsored cultural and recreational centers in core areas of New York cities. Un-
fortunately the substantial part which a new central library building can play in
downtown renewal is overlooked by most officials and real estate men because they
have never thought of the library in those terms.
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A more recent development consists of the considerable and increasing number of
new "general" centers in outlying areas, not only for shopping but for office buildings,
apartments and civic and cultural activities. While Atlanta's central business district
is growing at a great rate, as noted above, a new development, Executive Park, is al-
ready in use ten miles out on an expressway, based on a master plan and occupied
largely by southeastern branch offices of national concerns, at lower per foot rentals
than downtown.
This example, however, is not typical of what some other cities are planning as
well as doing, such as Northland Center just northwest of Detroit, where "a common
meeting place" has developed, planned by Victor Gruen in 1954,33 and including stores,
offices, a post office, a community auditorium, etc. Such a general community center
is also being used as a device to develop or to redevelop a large area, preferably
having some original coherence, part of which is now a large city (such as Georgetown,
D.C.) on a planned basis and carefully incorporating the more worthy existing ele-
ments.34 There is also the likelihood of completely new cities being undertaken, on
a large scale.
This is assuredly an important, promising and already successful trend. May one
conclude or deduce from it that: (a) This is one more pull away from downtown, but
(b) parking will again be at a premium because success means crowds and tough park-
ing, (c) nevertheless one of these large-scale overall outlying centers may well become
itself an ideal outlying branch library location, if large enough and far enough away
from the larger city center, and (d) no large city central library can be placed success-
fully in such a suburban center, but a major branch of the city or regional system may
very well be ?
6. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS FOR THE LATE 1960'S
1. The library's objective continues to be to reach the largest proportion of citizens
with the best library materials and services, at the lowest unit cost.
2. The informational services of the library are becoming more and more impor-
tant in proportion to its total services.
3. As 60 percent of the population is over 21, public libraries need more attention
and promotion for their adult services; strategic library location, efficient plan ar-
rangement and attractive design are major factors in reaching this objective.
4. Automobile use has increased markedly, 50 percent, from 1955 to 1966. So has
the parking problem. The library has to pay attention to and help solve this problem.
Some new libraries provide underground parking.
5. The movement of population is from the downtown city center to the suburbs.
And the number and size of outlying shopping centers increase daily, so that the rela-
tive importance of downtown has diminished in the last decade.
6. On the other hand, several hundred cities, large and small, are in the midst of
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central business district renewal on a large scale, and this return to downtown promises
to accelerate.
7. In any case, downtown continues to be the chief area for transacting most busi-
ness, banking and office work. It still attracts the greatest number of people, and indi-
cations are that it will continue to do so in the foreseeable future.
8. Increasing provision is being made for downtown parking. Planners, real estate
men and business leaders recognize that downtown parking problems can and must be
solved.
9. The public library, to serve most people, should be where most people congre-
gate. That continues to be downtown. "While the suburban shopping center development
has continued unabated, the Central Business District still attracts multitudes of people,
and there are more people there than in any other single part of the city," says a city
planning sociologist who has continuously studied and reported developments in this
field for some years 3 5 (emphasis added). This seems to be indicated by the front foot
valuations; they are higher there than those anywhere else in the city.
10. The basic factors as stated in the foregoing paragraph lead to the inevitable con-
clusion that the main public library building in a city should be placed in, or kept in, or
rebuilt in, the heart of the downtown business and office district.
11. Similarly, branches should be not where parking is easiest, but where the busiest
crowds of people are, generally in the heart of outlying shopping centers or retail dis-
tricts which bid fair to continue in popularity, and not at some distance away from
them. Later, in Section 7, we shall try to deal with the question, "How do all these
crowds of people get to these business centers, despite parking problems and when
nearly all suburban residents have automobiles?"
7. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
The writer has seen numerous bitter battles over sites. The pressures, the per-
sonal selfish interests, subordinating the library to some other cause such as an effort
to create a civic center or "cultural center," the animosities, the compromises, the
final decisions sometimes completely satisfying, sometimes completely wrong and
destructive to the library's welfare, give this controversial subject its great
significance.
One librarian, explaining a civic center site which is nothing short of dismaying,
writes, "The location, according to the city manager, was selected because it was
available, because it was in the civic center site, because it was closest to the geo-
graphical center of the city that could be purchased with enough acreage. . . chosen
by selecting all available sites and starting to eliminate the most desirable because
of different problems-until this site was left.... The heaviest patronage would re-
quire building in the most densely populated area and upon a transportation line." One
might wonder, why eliminate the most desirable? What's wrong with a densely popu-
lated area and a transportation line ? One might wonder why there seemed some
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opposition to generating "the heaviest patronage" for the library; that is exactly what
any library should seek. One might wonder why "enough acreage" is needed for the
library site in a city which will hardly have 50,000 people in 1985; one acre would more
than suffice. This letter expresses some extremely bad reasons for selecting a library
site. Every one of the reasons given appears to be exactly wrong, and the site should
never have been approved. One may venture the opinion that no state library agency
should permit such a project to be approved. Rather, it definitely should be rejected.
There is substantial agreement on the part of librarians as to what constitutes the
most desirable site for a building. Thus the 1966-67 New York State requirements for
federal aid for public library buildings include the following: "Site. The annual return
from the capital investment and from annual library budgets is controlled to a large
degree by good or poor location of the library building. A project for a new building
for direct reader service will be favored if the site chosen is within two or three
blocks of the busiest pedestrian intersection of the downtown area or in the case of
branches... on the major street near the major intersection of the neighborhood.
The library site should, therefore, cost or be worth a fourth to a third as much as the
building.. . . A project will be disapproved if the site is not central. Parking is im-
portant and the library has to meet local parking requirements. Parking for the staff
can be provided a block or two away on less valuable ground. In choosing a suburban
library site, give careful consideration to shopping patterns and accessibility to the
population to be served." 3 6
It is the present author's belief that every librarian and especially every consultant,
who cares about his library's welfare and the welfare of libraries everywhere, needs
to have some convictions on this matter and to stand up to the difficulties which almost
always threaten the choice of a good site and too often result in a bad location. One bad
location is too many; for the next sixty or seventy years that library will suffer the
frustrations, the underuse, the heartbreaking disappointments of each successive con-
scientious librarian who attempts to get a full return from the taxpayers' library
dollar.
In 1964 the International City Managers' Association published a volume on Local
Public Library Administration; in the chapter on "Public Library Buildings," Keith
Doms cites various cases to support his contention that the library should be where
the crowd is thickest (pp. 296-300).
This conclusion seems to be supported also by the following cases as discussed by
their library directors. With permission from each public library head, we include
excerpts from letters to the author, dated August and September, 1966, and based on
1966 experience (not that of 1958). They are unanimous in indicating without com-
promise that a public library should be placed in the busiest downtown pedestrian
center, despite the problems of parking. The growth of automobile use, parking dif-
ficulties, business district changes, and suburban growth seem to be clearly under-
stood by these library heads. Each considers that te library should be definitely
active in helping to find a solution to the problem of parking. We have inserted per-
tinent comments in brackets.
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Dallas, Texas; Mrs. Lillian M. Bradshaw, Director.
"Proper location of a Central Library is a basic factor in the ultimate success or
failure .... The closer a Central Library can be to the heart of the downtown traffic
pattern, the greater success the system will have.... This relates to the potential
such a site has for introducing library service to a greater cross-section of a city's
population than can be achieved by any other means. Business people, professional
persons, office workers can use the facilities of a modern public library every work-
ing day.... They will use the facilities if they can reach the library on foot or by
rapid public transportation such as a shopper's bus. This has been proved in Dallas
by the statistics... [Cited above on p. 7.].
" 'Easy' parking is a myth anywhere in our present day cities. One would have to
move completely into a rural situation to secure such a thing. City planners now stress
the importance of the individual over the motor car, the vital importance of service to
the person rather than slavery to the automobile. Urban development and rehabilita-
tion will be planned accordingly. Unless library people are cognizant of this and plan
in a like manner, library buildings will be in the backwash of cities and not in the
mainstream. Public librarians must today, more than ever, be aware of urban trends,
the potential of shared planning in a city's development, etc. Increased auto use and
parking difficulties have brought about these problems and make a strategic, easy-to-
reach-on-foot location more valuable today than ever before. If I were rebuilding today
I'd fight like fury for such a location.
"Eleven years of service in this building, since September, 1955, prove that we were
more than justified in fighting (and I do mean fighting) for this important, downtown lo-
cation. Circulation of books, number of registered borrowers and the number of ref-
erence questions answered indicate the use and convenience of this library. Patrons
represent two groups: (1) those who come from all parts of the city to use the ref-
erence facilities of this building, and (2) the "Downtowners" (investment men, secre-
taries, municipal officials, account executives, store clerks, retail shoppers, bus
transferees, etc.) who use this library as though it were their neighborhood library.
"Perhaps the best indication of the vital role this convenient, easy to reach down-
town location has played in the Dallas library picture lies in the fact that it has sold
the value of libraries to thousands of Dallasites who come into town daily from all
parts of the City and who would not have taken the time to get their cars out of parking
lots and drive to a more remote spot. It has sold this service to the tune of success-
fully passing several million dollar bond issues for six branch libraries. . and each
branch library is located in a busy shopping center so that library service continues
to be an integral part of daily living and working."
Norfolk, Va.; Arthur M. Kirkby, City Librarian.
"Our old location was on the fringe and now we are in the absolute heart of the down-
town area. The day the front doors were opened . ., a new way of life began for all of
us. This was not because we opened up with a raft of new materials, greatly increased
staff and ample free parking. We began life in the new building with relatively modest
increases in materials and staff. But the public has been with us in growing numbers
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ever since. In 1965, a total of 25 full-day patron counts revealed that more than
450,000 people entered this central library, or an average of more than 1,500 a day.
I simply cannot imagine this happening if the building were located in a fringe area
and had all the free parking in the world.
"We have a tremendous amount of walk-in business every day.... In Norfolk, as
I think is the case in many cities, the central core of downtown is small and dense and
this is where the action is. Once you go beyond the dense core then you also begin to
receive fringe use. Although our circulation has increased dramatically in the new
central library, walk-in reference service and telephone reference service have in-
creased in almost geometric fashion....
"I would not say for one moment that a lack of downtown parking is not an obstacle
for many who use the library. However, we are striving to overcome that and I think
that we are about to make some real progress. With libraries becoming daily more
important to the economic, educational and social life of the people in our rapidly
changing cities, some may find it easier to crack the parking problem which has
plagued them over the years. But so far as I am concerned increased auto use, and
parking difficulties, have in no way changed the criteria for a strategic location,
which in my view is as close to the heart of downtown as one can possibly get.
"My feeling is that the person who drives downtown tries to park only once and con-
duct all business without getting into the car again. If the library is right in the heart
of things, it is included in the downtown errand list .... There is still only one place
where all of the arteries of travel and public transportation can come together and this
is still in the heart of the downtown shopping and banking district.... We were for-
tunate in Norfolk, that because of downtown redevelopment it was possible for the
library to be located virtually at the hub of the business district. . .. I would not move
this library one hundred yards from where it sits right now, to some fringe location,
for all the free parking in the world."
Nashville, Tenn.; David M. Stewart, Chief Librarian.
"I do consider that we are fortunate in having a downtown location. I wish it were
more downtown that it is; however, I would not want to sacrifice any of our parking to
get a more centralized location. I would put a new main building as near to the best
downtown pedestrian intersection as I could, but I would also want parking facilities
available." [Nashville's plot slopes to the rear and gives access for parking under
the entire rear half of its 1965 central building. ]
Akron, Ohio; R. Russell Munn, Director.
"Walker-Murray Associates of Philadelphia made a master plan for the development
of the C.B.D. [Central Business District]and they pronounced our location for the library
as 'perfect.' At present it is two long blocks from the major department stores, both of
which have large parking decks (15C per hour) but it is diagonally across the street from
the First National Bank building, the tallest in town, and adjacent to a now depressed area
which is in the final stages (the land purchase stage)of urban renewal. Within five years
we shall practically be in the center of things. A large publicly owned 2,200 car parking
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deck is being constructed within a block of our site (15ý per hour) and all urban renewal
area-across the street-will have underground parking. Our building will be on a
side hill like Seattle and like Seattle we will have an entrance to our second floor at
the back. Across the street from this entrance are several private parking lots and
we hope to persuade them to establish rates on a half hour basis.
"We still get plenty of complaints about 'our failure to provide parking.' Each time
I ask-free parking or pay? If it is free parking, I ask, who else provides it? And
what if we did provide free parking, how do we handle it ? We stamp your card for an
hour, you spend 3 hours down town, we are in the parking business. And how many
would chisel-25%, 40%? We have enough trouble enforcing our rules for overdues,
etc. and to load on the backs of our service personnel the problem of administering
a parking lot seems quite out of the question .. .
[Mr. Munn comments also on another city library he had just visited:] "The new
Salt Lake City Main Library is outside the C.B.D. in a complex of government build-
ings. Unless you are visiting the police station or the court house you would have to
park a second time if you had other business downtown and it is at least a four long
block walk for anyone shopping or working down town.... An excellent building but
the big use seems to be by students or good readers willing to make the effort to get
there."
South Bend, Ind.; Roger B. Francis, Director.
"I still think our downtown location just around the corner from the 100% pedestrian
traffic center (Kresge and largest department store, the latter remodeled and expanded
since the new library was constructed) is a good location as long as we couldn't get on
the main street.
"Of course there are citizens who complain that they can't find parking right at our
front door but I am sure they also complain about the same difficulty when they want
to shop or go to the post office. On the other hand there are library users (can't tell
exactly how many) who have volunteered the comment that they are glad we built here.
"It is still my opinion that the main library should be in a location which would be
picked for a large-volume retail store, because libraries are merchandisers of books,
films, records and information. Even with branches of banks and stores in suburban
shopping areas, the headquarters store or bank has not been abandoned. Public li-
braries had branches years before banks and stores copied the practice.
"Incidentally one of the downtown banks and the largest downtown department
store have constructed cooperatively a five level parking garage on the former
YMCA site across the street from the Library. (Maybe this is evidence that park-
ing convenience now is a factor?)
"We were fortunate in having a northern exposure for the main entrance so we
could have the large windows along the sidewalk. We use the window ledges the entire
length of the building to display books and they do turn over rapidly. Passers-by see
the title that catches their eye and come in for it. Also I think it a good psychological
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effect to have pedestrians see lots of men using the Business and Technology De-
partment in the northwest corner and the colorful periodical display shelving in the
department. ..
Queens Borough, N.Y.; Harold W. Tucker, Chief Librarian.
"I am thoroughly in favor of a downtown location for a library. The downtown lo-
cation is essential because of the concentration of people and primarily of pedestrian
traffic. In our efforts to obtain a first-class site for this building, we undertook a
detailed study with the assistance of marketing people from St. John's University and
with the informal advice of a friend who works for... a marketing research firm of
considerable stature. I think we developed a significant formula for estimating the
amount of use that could be expected depending on pedestrian traffic at a variety of
locations. [See Table 1 above.]
"In the final analysis we did not achieve the most desirable site for this library.
It should have been two blocks farther south to place as close as possible to Jamaica
Avenue, the main thoroughfare of this district. It should also have been three blocks
farther west to bring it into close conjunction with the major concentration of pedes-
trian traffic.
"There are two basic reasons for these statements: 1) Although we are adjacent at
the present location to a major bus terminal supplied by a number of bus lines, there
are also bus lines at the western edge of the 'town' which do not come into this termi-
nal. Our location for maximum public transportation accessibility should therefore
have been somewhere in between. 2) Our studies showed tremendous pedestrian
traffic at the prime location. Placing the library at such a location would have pro-
vided a convenience factor for encouragement of more library use by the great mul-
titude that does not ordinarily think of libraries as being for them ....
"At the prime location we estimated, I seem to recall, that the annual circulation
would have been on the order of 2,000,000 volumes a year. The compromise location
which we finally accepted because of economics is showing about a 40- 50 percent
increase in circulation and will result in a 1,000,000 + volume circulation as opposed
to 600,000 in the old building. It is very apparent that there is more activity in this
section on the eastern fringe of the Jamaica business area than there was in the Par-
sons Boulevard western boundary. However, there is no doubt in my mind that the
mere fact that we have provided an adequate facility would have resulted in more use
in the old area though from the difference in activity I would suspect on the order of
25- 30 percent rather than 40- 50 percent ....
"Moving our library six or eight blocks to get easy parking would decrease the
amount of use of the library. It would take it away from those who are in this busy
shopping area for other purposes and who use the library as part of multiple purpose
trips. Most significant is the fact that such a location would remove the library from
accessibility to public transportation which is extremely important in this area for
students as well as for the adult population. I believe this comment, as well as those
above, also provides my reaction to your question about whether increased auto use
and parking difficulty have changed the criteria for strategic location. Obviously my
answer on this one is in the negative."
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Dayton, Ohio; William Chait, Director.
"The arguments in favor of a downtown location far outweigh those which advocate
placing libraries in shopping centers away from the downtown area. I have seen too
many shopping centers which were very busy ten years ago, deteriorate as new shop-
ping centers further out were built. I could see placing a branch library in a shopping
center but not a main library, which must be built for a period of about fifty years and
which must be within reach of all the residents of a community.
"If we had succumbed to the advice that we build away from the downtown area we
would have been in a location which could only be reached by about half the people in
our service area. The downtown is a place which draws people from all parts of our
county, but people will not cross through downtown to get to a part of the county which
is on the opposite side of the downtown area.... If you have a good central gathering
place of permanent status this is where the library should go. The future of the public
library located in downtown areas depends on the future of downtown areas. Should the
downtown area vanish, then of course the public libraries located in the downtown areas
will be in trouble. However, I believe that our cities must have downtown locations as
centers of shopping and culture. Of course, vast changes are taking place in our cities
and we do have many of our large cities becoming almost entirely the residence of the
poor and the disadvantaged. However, the suburban residents still pour into the city
for their business activities. Doesn't the main library have to be where people conduct
business and need the information services ?
"I believe that our main library has benefited greatly from its downtown location.
Of course, we would have been better off being two blocks west of where we are, [i.e.,
on the main street; they are on the major cross street] but then we would have been in
the prime space in downtown Dayton. Nevertheless, I wouldn't want to be any further
away from that main crossroads than we are. I don't believe that the availability of
parking space is the sole answer for the use of a main library. We must remember
that there are vast numbers of high school students as well as senior citizens who do
not drive cars and depend on public transportation. The downtown area is the place
where all public transportation terminates, or transfers and, therefore, this makes an
excellent location for a main library.... I am certain that we would have had a drop
in use had we moved six or eight blocks away in order to get parking. I believe that
the ideal location for a main library is downtown, next to a public parking garage,
which has low enough rates so that library users will not object to paying a modest
sum to park there. I keep hoping that the City of Dayton will eventually take over
some of the area across the street from us and make public parking available."
Toledo, Ohio; Robert D. Franklin, Director.
"Without question, if we had adequate free public parking near our Main Library
(there is none at all except a few metered spaces and commercial parking lots), the
downtown location is the optimum one and getting better because downtown's heart is
moving our way, and also because urban renewal projects and a new Galbraith River-
view development ($30,000,000) will do wonders to revive Toledo's downtown in the
next few years (under way now).
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"Parking is the crucial factor [in urban development]. If there had been ample free
parking these proliferating suburban shopping centers would not have gone as far as
they have. Cities are going to have to realize and act upon it, that free, not metered
or paid parking must be provided everywhere, just as streets are provided, and sec-
ondly that mass transit, however much subsidized, must be revived to save cities
from exhaust fumes and traffic tie-ups.
"We like our downtown location in Toledo and wouldn't want to change it, nor could
we if we wanted. But no big library should be built now without figuring in the cost of
adequate parking, I think. Our circulation at Main would triple, I believe, if we had
free parking nearby on the scale of the huge shopping centers."
Vancouver, B. C.; Peter Grossman, Director.
"I think that there is no one in Vancouver who now questions the suitability of the
present Central Library site .... The argument about the automobile and the impor-
tance of parking concerns not only libraries but the whole concept of the downtown
core of a city. Planners in many of the large cities have begun to realize that over-
emphasis on the automobile had led to deterioration of downtown shopping districts
and massive efforts are being made to correct the situation by encouraging the use of
public transportation, limiting the use of private automobiles in urban areas, and con-
ducting vast building rehabilitation programs [including new parking lots].
"Circulation in the Central Library seems to have reached a fairly consistent level.
However, the Hotel [next door] is going to build a 6 story parking building immediately
behind the Library and it will be interesting to see how or if this affects library use.
Reference use continues to grow and by far the greater part of this is downtown pedes-
trian traffic."
Atlanta, Ga.; Mary Louise Rheay, Assistant Director, in the absence of Mr. Jacobs.
"We have always thought our location in the heart of downtown Atlanta an excellent
one. We are centrally located for the city and county we serve; we are at a junction
point for all city public transportation; and we are at a pedestrian intersection for
shoppers and office workers from numerous major office buildings.
"We are now in the best or one of the best downtown pedestrian intersections. We
would never want to move. . . and as for 'easy parking' the six or eight blocks would
necessitate moving to a much less traveled area and would undoubtedly result in less
circulation. In Atlanta six or eight blocks in any direction from the downtown library
would not provide 'easy parking' because of prohibitive prices on land....
"Public libraries are tax-supported institutions and should encourage usage by all
the citizens in their service areas.... 'Strategic location' in our opinion is where
the greatest number of pedestrians are.... Our largest branch grew to tremendous
proportions without any parking area. (We now have a small parking area.) Of our
other three largest branches, one has no parking area and never has had. The other
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two had parking areas from the first. All four have in common 'strategic locations.'
This would indicate to us that 'strategic location' is infinitely more important than
parking space."
Oshkosh, Wise.; Leonard B. Archer, Director.
"I am convinced.. . that the main library should be in the heart of the business
area. This is the heart-beat of any city and everyone gets into the post office, to the
banks, to the department stores, and other shopping areas in the heart of the city
whether parking is difficult or not. They grumble about parking, but they still get
into the heart of the city to carry on their business .... A shopping center in one
area is inconvenient for residents in another area.... However many shopping
centers there may be on the periphery of a city, the brain of the city is still where
its heart is. People will go into the heart of a city, park their car in a parking ramp
or a parking lot, walk for several blocks around to the post office, into shops, and
perform other operations....
"Oshkosh P. L. is extremely fortunate in its choice location .... Before we em-
barked on our present construction project, business men asked if we would be in-
terested in building a new main library out near the high school or in some other
lightly populated area. Why? Because they considered the library site a very de-
sirable business property. [And coveted it, as has happened in many other cities; it
is only one block from the busiest corner of Main Street.]
"If we had moved the main library building six to eight blocks from the center of
heavy pedestrian concentration, of the financial and business area, where parking
might be much easier... we would have lost many people and would stand little
chance of attracting many others. To move. . . from the center of things would mean
a long walk... or special planning to get to the library. When the library is in the
center of the heavy pedestrian traffic, people combine a visit to the library with shop-
ping and other duties. But only a few of the book minded and the intelligentsia will plan
special trips to the library.
"I think some librarians, without realizing it, are overlooking an important aspect
of the philosophy of librarianship. They are creating a gap between the library and the
people we are supposed to be serving. We have to make it easy for people to find their
way into the library. We don't do this by putting the library in the middle of a beautiful
park some blocks away from the center of the city that will, by its very location and its
surroundings, be aloof from parts of the population. By locating in the heart of the city
the main library becomes a part of the blood stream of the city... its 'inner workings.'
"Despite the greatly increased use of the automobile, the most strategic location for
the main library is still where the heavy pedestrian traffic is, in the heart of the
city .... Shortly after I returned from ALA in New York a group of library admin-
istrators.. . brought up the statement made in New York [i.e., that increased auto use,
parking difficulties and other urban and suburban developments had made a central
business district location no longer desirable ] .... It was our opinion that the speaker
was rationalizing.... We thought it difficult to defend the location of the main library
in any location other than at the hub."
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Little Rock, Ark.; Mrs. Margaret Burkhead, Director.
"In the great controversy among librarians and library consultants regarding the
advantages of a downtown location for the main library building, I still believe the
downtown location is better. The picture, however, may be changing gradually; per-
haps a number of years from now Little Rock may move the center of town to the
western part of the city where there have been five shopping centers springing up.
"In using these outlying shopping centers, I find it just as difficult to find a place
to park as it is downtown, sometimes more difficult as the popularity of the shopping
center grows. Therefore, I can see no parking advantage.... Perhaps it is good to
have a branch in the center of one of these outlying shopping areas, but in my opinion
these small centers are not the place for the main library.... A discriminating
buyer often has to make a trip downtown to really obtain what he wants because the
shopping center's merchandise is limited in variety.
"People go where the merchandise is that they want, whether the merchandise be
clothes, household appliances, or books, and the downtown area has much more to of-
fer. I would place the main library as near as possible to the center of the best down-
town pedestrian intersection. I believe to move the library from this location would
result in a decrease both in circulation and in reference use."
District of Columbia P. L.; Harry N. Peterson, Director.
"The estimated costs of the new central building are as follows:
Site $ 3,322,000 (appropriated)
Plans 800,000 (appropriated)
Construction 12,000,000 (estimated)
Equipment 1,000,000 (estimated)
Total $17,122,000 [1960 population 800,000]
"The site... has been acquired. It runs from G Street north to G Place and from
9th Street west to the public alley separating the site from the Congregational Church.
Except for the Church, it is diagonally across the street from the main store of Wood-
ward and Lothrop's, one of the outstanding department stores in Washington, and with
the same qualification, across the street from the Woodward and Lothrop North Store.
It is about two blocks from the Hecht Company, another large volume downtown de-
partment store.
"The parking provided on the B Level (two below the Main Floor) will accommodate
100 cars for the use of the public .... The main entrance is at sidewalk level and
faces south on G Street.
"The building contains approximately 400,000 square feet. The two floors below
ground will be 75,000 square feet each; the Main Floor, which is set back, will contain
approximately 50,000 square feet; the Second, Third and Fourth Floors, which overhang
the First Floor, will be 63,000 square feet each. In addition.., the design permits the
future vertical extension of the building to provide a Fifth Floor of 63,000 square feet
more ....
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"I still think that it is highly desirable to place a central library in the heart of the
downtown retail shopping area-or as close to it as possible. The old argument in
favor of this is still valid: downtown stores and office buildings generate a tremendous
amount of pedestrian traffic and this guarantees the fullest possible use of public li-
brary facilities and reduces the unit cost of operations. To be sure, downtown stores
have spread out by opening branches in the suburbs. However, this has been mainly to
serve a growing population. The stores have not closed their downtown locations. On
the contrary, many of the big stores in cities throughout the country have spent hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars in refurbishing their downtown locations, adding to them,
providing parking facilities, etc.
"Although it may be argued that the downtown sections are 'dying,' it should be
noted that many cities (including Washington, D.C.) are taking positive steps to im-
prove the situation through urban renewal and other means. In my opinion this will be
a continuing trend. If only because of the taxes involved, cities cannot afford to let the
downtown areas become moribund. However, I think that downtown redevelopment re-
quires more than the refurbishing of stores and superficial improvements. Other ac-
tivities, including downtown central libraries, contribute to such improvement.
Incidentally, while stores generate traffic which benefits the library, it is also true
that the library generates traffic that is good for the stores.
"There is another factor .. .. If the central library were not placed in the heart of
downtown retail shopping, convenient to the people from all parts of the city and the
surrounding area, where should it be placed? In one of the shopping centers? If this
reasoning is followed, it might be necessary to have several 'central' libraries, one
in each of the major suburban shopping centers. This would be out of the question,
not only with respect to construction but also operating costs. Apart from the eco-
nomics of the situation, it would be virtually impossible to duplicate the book collection
and the skills of subject specialists needed. [Two or three very large cities have
sought to evade the difficulty of an effective site location by trying out this costly du-
plication and making it seem plausible by terming these super branches Regional
Branches. The latter are justified in the few cities where each serves 300,000-400,000
population, and as in Los Angeles where the population is spread over great distances.]
"Parking is, of course, a problem. While I do not think that convenient parking
should be a deciding factor in the location of a central library, neither do I feel that
it can be entirely ignored. It would be desirable to have at least a few parking spaces
for the convenience of library users in or near the central library itself. However,
the basic problem of parking is, in my opinion, the responsibility of the city authorities.
It is important that adequate off-street parking be provided if downtown sections are to
be revitalized."
Jacksonville, Fla.; Harry Brinton, Director.
"We faced the problem of a group wishing to place our library across the river in a
park area where we could have plenty of parking. The usual argument was advanced
that nobody came to the library on foot or by public transportation, since everyone had
a car and free parking was necessary to attract library use. We rejected this argument
for Jacksonville .... The city is divided by the river. . . any location other than the
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downtown area would isolate the library from one or more segments of the community.
Our decision was based upon the [1958 location report], the opinion of John Hall Jacobs,
my opinion and that of the [Trustees'] Building Committee. The question of parking for
our downtown library was raised more often than anything else in talks which I made
throughout the community. Our answer was that downtown stores did not provide their
own parking for customers, since this was a responsibility of the downtown area and
should be met by commercial parking interests. Some stores such as Sears in Jack-
sonville provide their own parking but most stores are unable to provide this
convenience ....
"None of us in Jacksonville would want to move our library unless it could be an-
other block or two to the exact pedestrian center of the downtown area. We would like
to have had the funds to acquire additional property to provide parking but the costs of
downtown property prohibited [this]. . . . Had we provided parking facilities, we would
have been in the commercial parking business.
"We have been tremendously pleased with the increased use of our new building
which is across the street from our old location. Circulation has more than doubled
and the number of people using the library has increased by at least tenfold....
Somehow these people found a place to park or were already downtown on other busi-
ness. The increase of reference questions has also been dramatic but not as much
percentage wise as our other services. We attribute this to the fact that we have al-
ways given a lot of reference service by telephone.
"I think public libraries should try to attract persons who haven't started to use the
public library, but we have been working on this problem for years. I think the public
library's future users must be instilled with an awareness of the information available
and how to make use of the information in their personal and business life."
Richmond, Ind.; Mrs. Harriet E. Bard, Librarian.
"Our situation: it's practical, central and as our land acquisition is developing, I
wouldn't ask for another location [less than a block from Main Street, two blocks from
major intersection]. We can put the main entrance of a new building nearly across the
street from the side door of Bartel's store, one of our two department stores. That
side door is greatly used because it is close. One cold dismal Thursday last February
which would normally have been a quiet day at the library, Bartel's had a store wide
sale. We were hopping all day. I never had better proof of the value of being close to
a 'swinging' establishment.
"Reasonably available parking is important but I'd never sacrifice strategic loca-
tion for easy parking. I think public libraries are merchandising service and we need
to be close to other merchants. People will still walk a few blocks to get a variety of
services if parking is available close to one of the places they plan to visit. Like mer-
chants, librarians must always push their wares ....
"Besides a central, and to me, downtown location, and an attractive building and a
fine collection of materials, the public library must have enthusiastic, dedicated per-
sonnel. This is one of the few places left where people are treated on a one and one
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basis. That's why machines-in a public library-will never replace the informed, con-
cerned staff member. People will go a long distance for real service." [This library
will rebuild on the present site plus land recently bought, which will put it within a half
block of Main Street.]
Mentor, Ohio; Larry E. Bone, Director 1962-63 and Peter Thompson, Director since
1963.
"I did come in 1963 and was director during the second and third years of its opera-
tion. I was impressed immediately by the fact that in spite of its fairly good budget,
relatively speaking, and its new handsome library building, the public library in Men-
tor did not seem to be a vital force in the community.... I have seen smaller build-
ings with smaller collections do more per capita circulation than we were doing in
Mentor at that time. While we were on the main thoroughfare of the town, we were
some four blocks from the large community shopping center. In Mentor one had to
make a special trip to the library if he were going, rather than combining it with
shopping or other errands. So it was always my opinion that our circulation would
have been greater if people had been able to combine library use with other kinds of
business." (Larry E. Bone)
"The following is a sketchy table of the general growth pattern experienced:
Year Circulation Book Collection Circ. per vol. Population Circ. per cap.
1950 28,000 12,000 2.3 10,000 2.8
1960 67,000 18,000 4.3 22,000 3.2
1961 100,000 22,000 4.5 24,000
1962 145,000 27,000 5.3 26,000 5.6
1963 170,000 33,000 5.1 28,000
1964 200,000 40,000 5 30,000
1965 220,000 48,000 4.5 32,000 est. 6.7
[Standards call for 9.5 circulation per capita; 3 7 many cities in Mentor's size category
are lending 12 or 15 volumes per capita, and Mentor has a population of high economic
and educational background. We have supplied annual population estimates for 1960-64
based on the 1965 estimate. Note that the book collection has quadrupled and the cir-
culation per volume has decreased since 1962.]
"I have rounded off the figures .... In December 1960 the new building was put into
operation and with adequate building and parking facilities plus a favorable budget situ-
ation, the library was able to expand and become a vital force in the community. All the
libraries surrounding ours have shown a decrease in circulation statistics for the years
1964 and 1965. This is a fact that I can't interpret.... Many patrons combine their
shopping with library errands although the library is located a half mile from the shop-
ping center." (Peter Thompson)
Asheville, N. C.; Kenneth Brown, Director.
"I'm unable to understand how an experienced person can apply logic and reach the
conclusion that any other location in any normal set of circumstances can substitute
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for downtown.
"... Asheville Downtown is suffering seriously from outlying shopping center com-
petition, but I have talked with individuals who have not yet made a single visit to shop-
ping centers on the other side of town from where they live. I expect it would take a
long search to find anyone who has not visited downtown Asheville .... I don't dispute
the significance of shopping centers as possible sites for branches and bookmobile
service; while in Pittsburgh I set up a bookmobile service based almost entirely on
shopping center schedules, and at 550,000 volumes a year I think they were the most
heavily used two bookmobiles in the country. I also learned a good deal about the
technical aspects of shopping centers. . . and would agree with Bill Chait that it pays
to be very sure of your center before basing a branch on it-especially building instead
of renting.
"Many persons seem to assume that some new ingredient based on the automobile
has revolutionized the situation in recent years. This is not true .... Shopping
centers tend to be built in areas potentially or already congested and, if large, in turn
attract all sorts of neighboring businesses beyond their control. Since everyone ar-
rives by car, when one of these complexes becomes large enough to approximate the
variety of services offered in an average good downtown, the congestion, parking prob-
lems, distances to be walked, and overload on highways and approaches can create the
kind of barriers that people condemn in the downtown.... It seems to me that there
is every sound reason to believe that the compelling logic of the downtown as the center
of community activity has not been destroyed and is not likely to be."
New Orleans, La.; Guenter C. Jansen, City Librarian.
"The New Orleans Public Library is not in the heart of downtown, but rather is on
the edge of downtown, thereby lacking the advantage of prime location and at the same
time offering no parking facilities to patrons who use it.... We are on the extreme
northern boundary of the downtown area, and to the north of us is a large medical
complex which does little to bring pedestrian traffic to the Library. On the other hand,
if we were five or so blocks further south we would have considerably more pedestrian
traffic and be equally convenient to public transportation. The parking problem in that
area would also be no more difficult or expensive than it is where we are now located.
Therefore, I would like to amend my earlier letter by stating that where a Library can
be in the Heart of downtown in a Prime location, I am all for it, but where it must be
on the edge of the downtown area, serving only a portion of the downtown area popula-
tion, I would suggest an additional five or six block move to make parking readily
available." [The latter proposal seems to be answered by the Atlanta, Oshkosh and
Queens Borough letters quoted above.]
8. SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Ratio of Site Cost to Project Cost
Perusal of the questionnaires returned to ALA Headquarters as to the details of
more than fifty recent buildings, and of 1965 Michigan data 3 8 and of Library Journal's
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annual building issues for 1960-66, gives no definite or average relationship between
cost of site and the total cost of public library building projects.
One notices immediately the numerous cases where the land cost was zero, because
the city owned the land on which both central libraries and branches were built. Surely,
there should be other site criteria than a piece of free ground in a bad location. The
second thing noticed was the low site cost for so many new libraries. It is evident that
in many communities the importance of good location is overlooked in the attempt to
save money on the site. The writer has been taken to see sites in various cities and
towns, many of them in residential sections where neither a main library nor branch
could possibly flourish; in several cases they had been purchased as "bargains" or
under pressure from real estate interests or by friends of the owners, or had even
been given to the library, and no one protested using them.
In a few cases the site has cost a third or half as much as the building. In our 1958
report we cited the case of Denver where city officials paid $1,100,000 for a very large
site on which to place a $1,900,000 building, at a location which three consultants each
independently had protested as being too far from the downtown heart of the city. In
other words, the large sum was spent for a large tract to "show off" the new library
as part of a special civic group, but not to make it more convenient and useful to its
community. In contrast the District of Columbia case, cited above, is an example of
paying over $3 million for a central business district site, partly or largely due to the
insistence of the director, who on taking charge in 1947, inherited a comparatively
recent library building which had been built on Pennsylvania Avenue in the impressive
style of the other government buildings located there. It had been designed without re-
gard to economical and convenient library operation, with a large interior court as an
architectural tour de force. A library consultant, protesting but foreseeing approval
of this plan, had declined to be associated with the project. The first unit of the build-
ing, the only one ever constructed, was being used for federal wartime purposes. The
newly arrived director persuaded the library board to refuse to accept or occupy the
building because of its bad location and its bad plan. The long wait has well repaid the
community, for plans are now ready for a good building in a strategic location, 9th and
G Streets, as discussed above.
Keith Doms has suggested inquiring into the value of air rights over valuable down-
town sites as a help to overcome cost and land scarcity problems. 3 9
Branch Library Location
In a recent article, Garrison feels that the 1958 Effective Location... report
touches on branch location problems only summarily, and is not concerned with over-
all systems. 4 0 A study of branch library operations and services and their costs is
badly needed. Some of the problems are suggested in Sealock's chapter in the city
managers' library administration book, 4 1 particularly his statement that "the average
branch library is serving too few people"; he also cites Lowell Martin's recommenda-
tion of 70,000 population per branch. The present author has studied the proposed and
actual locations and buildings of over two hundred branches in many cities, and feels
fully as concerned with branches as with central libraries. Unquestionably more, but
more profitable, branches are needed in numerous cities, some of them to replace
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currently unprofitable ones. Some studies on branch location by inexperienced persons
have disregarded basic administration factors, such as whether a given branch should
be created at all, whether or not it is financially feasible on the basis of the number of
persons who will actually use it, and the types of service users will desire and obtain.4 2
If the branch is to be a social-service center for example, and only in part a library,
then the librarians of the country should discuss and come to some conclusions as to
the policies involved; they will need also to consider their functions as drastically
altered, and an increased obligation to see that the library services as such are better
rather than less well financed. These questions greatly influence library location.
Many librarians keenly sympathetic to social services will nevertheless continue to
believe that each library branch must justify its creation, its size and cost, its location,
and its annual operating and maintenance costs by the number of persons it will serve
with consequential library materials and services.
In numerous cities, e.g., Chicago, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Syra-
cuse and many smaller ones, the central library building is so inefficient as well as
overcrowded, that a firm policy is plainly needed, that there will be no more branches
until an adequate and strategically located new central library has been provided, no
matter how great the pressure or the branch needs. Laymen cannot be expected to
realize, as most librarians do, that every branch customer is affected by the staff
abilities and activities and the depth of service at the central library, and by the ad-
equacy and convenience of the central building. It may be held also, as has been pointed
out by Sealock and others, that no city of less than 50,000 population and few cities of
less than 75,000 can justify a separate branch--or any branch which will lend less than
80,000 or 100,000 volumes a year.
It is unfortunate that, especially in older eastern states, so many smaller cities de-
plete their annual budget by continuing or even adding to their weak and unprofitable
branches which have been permitted over the years, especially in the New England
states. This "spreading too thin" inevitably results in: (a) inadequate local staffing,
especially by trained personnel, (b) inexcusably low local salaries which retard li-
brary service in the whole state, with rare exceptions, and discourage recruiting,
(c) the embryonic status of reference and informational service, (d) a high proportion
of children's and adult fiction circulation, (e) almost universal failure to aim at or at-
tain excellence in informational and other substantial library objectives, and (f) neglect
of the central library on which every branch depends. As to library location, one re-
sult of too many branches is the prevalent feeling of penury, as a result of which
library and public officials shrink from paying enough to insure a good site.
The case for drastic restrictions on new branches becomes more valid each month
with the increased costs of salaries, books and maintenance. It is also supported bet-
ter as time passes, by the argument that "everyone has a car and doesn't mind driving
a long way to use the library."
More specifically as to branch location, the basic principle which applies to locating
central libraries seems to apply equally to any branch, namely: its location should be
at the major pedestrian center of its section of its city, where the public chiefly con-
gregates, and not where there is no one except those who make a special auto trip just
to use the library. This holds true whether the branch belongs to a city system, a
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county system or a regional system; we find no evidence or cases to justify an alterna-
tive policy. It does not seem necessary to analyze a large number of individual branch
locations to prove this basic principle. The quotations from the Dallas and Atlanta
cases (Sections 4 and 7 above) include their branch locations. Atlanta cites their four
busiest branches, where location has unquestionably been a major factor in their suc-
cess. The necessity for getting good branch sites is also emphasized in such branch
surveys as Martin's for Dallas. 4 3 At this writing Pittsburgh "expects to participate in
a multiple-use program in the Squirrel Hill section where property is exceedingly dear.
A branch library, a bank, a high rise apartment, and parking facilities, will be built on
a small but choice piece of ground. 3 9 That sounds like a busy neighborhood with the
library in its center and the site costs reduced by pooling interests.
"Coordinating' the City Plan, and Civic Centers
In our 1958 report we discussed (pp. 35-38) relationships with city planners and the
city plan, as affecting library location. There is considerable evidence that many city
planners, as well as architects, studied the 1958 report; numerous planners have played
an active part in assuring that the library would be placed where it actually would be
most useful to its community, and not in some theoretically "coordinated" location, or
on a piece of ground which could be had for nothing.
Under the pressure of federal aid, however, city planners, especially in the mid-
west, have recently been consulted or have been permitted to influence the discussions
on library location, without taking the time to study the problems and objectives of li-
braries and the travel and visit habits of library users. This has been worsened by a
revival of the idea that a civic center or cultural center, just because it involves "co-
ordinating," is necessarily a sound project. Some librarians and library boards are
impressed with such a statement as "The site of the public library should be coordi-
nated with general area planning." 4 4 Yet, as noted in our 1958 report, "coordination"
of the library generally means placing the library in some group of civic buildings,
where it does not belong. It is noticeable that few local post offices are placed in
civic centers because usually it would be an inconvenience to their customers.
A growing number of clear-thinking city planners do not agree with the civic center
idea, especially in competition with other aspects of current urban renewal. Some of
them disagree also with the "cultural center" idea, a more recent and more popular
variation of the civic center. To a considerable segment of Americans, culture means
art, musical and dramatic programs for group enjoyment, though there is little real
culture without books and reading, which involve totally different attitudes and
procedures.
Librarians want to cooperate with other leaders and groups, and are reluctant to op-
pose attempts to force the library into a location which is illogical for library purposes.
There is also the parallel idea that the public library might well be placed on what
usually are newly bought and spacious public school grounds, regardless of the fact that
schools are almost always away from the downtown center of things, even in small
cities and towns.
It needs to be realized that people and crowds going to a public meeting or enter-
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tainment, or to art or musical programs, in a cultural or community center, are not
likely to find the time, be in the mood, or have any great interest in trying to use the
library at the same time. Almost always they are intent on getting home as promptly
as possible after the group program is concluded, which is usually after the library has
closed. We have recently studied numerous library situations where the library has
been victimized by being forced to accept civic center sites; in every case the results
have been as unfortunate as those recited in our 1958 report. As one example, the dis-
cussion and comparative figures from Dallas and Houston central libraries in Section 4
above, will indicate the penalty paid by Houston as a result of being coordinated in a
civic center.
At San Diego recently, a report on effective location opposed any connection with
civic centers and received the support of the city manager and the major newspaper
which refused to compromise even when the library board seemed to waver for fear of
defeat at the bond issue election. It was better to lose the bond issue, for in the fol-
lowing year the proposition for the new building at the old downtown location was ap-
proved by the voters and the project went ahead merrily. The rapid growth of San
Diego was foreseen, but its good central location has brought even greater use than
was anticipated and in 1966 the voters approved a loan for branches and for adding an
extra floor to the central building, as provided in the architect's original plans.
In a 1965 nationwide mail survey by Fort Worth Public Library, with responses
from 338 branches, the sixty-two branches located more than two blocks from a shop-
ping center or business district averaged an annual circulation of 103,000. The 276
branches located within two blocks of a shopping center or business district averaged
an annual circulation of 125,000. The 136 branches located in or at the edge of a shop-
ping or business district averaged an annual circulation of 132,000. The thirty-nine
branches located in or at the edge of a contemporary shopping center averaged 186,000.
The nine branches located in a contemporary shopping center, in a building owned by
the library, averaged an annual circulation of 311,000. These returns indicate three
points: (a) that most librarians have recognized and acted on the strategic value of
locating branches where the pedestrian crowd is, (b) that these in-pedestrian centers
have generated the greatest patronage, (c) that where an adequate library building has
been erected by the library for a branch in this strategic location, the resulting library
and book use has far exceeded that in the average of other branches (eleven branches in
contemporary shopping centers, but in rented quarters had only 102,000 average circula-
tion).4 6 The penalties of renting branch quarters were noted in the 1958 report; it is
usually resorted to as an escape from difficult decisions and almost always the library
is the loser both of money and of a strategic site.
The word "coordinating," as generally applied in city planning, is a dangerous and
misleading one when it fails to recognize the objectives and distinctive needs of the li-
brary. In several of the cities discussed in Section 7, such as Dallas, South Bend, and
Vancouver, there were long and bitter attempts to use the proposed new central library
building to start a civic center project. The statements from their directors quoted
above in Section 7, suggest the penalty which they would have paid if they had acceded
to the pressure to place the library anywhere else then in the heart of downtown.
Generally it is inconvenient for adults and high school students to travel to such a
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"community grade school house"-plus library, just as it is often for adults and grade
school pupils to walk or travel to a high school "community center" area when the pub-
lic library has been unwisely placed on this piece of usually free ground. If the school
and the library's allotment of ground are in the heart of town, on the main pedestrian
street, where adults are constantly passing on their day's errands, a school grounds
site may be successful. This seldom happens, for school grounds have to be spacious
and are costly downtown, and most states' requirements make sites in the center of
town impracticable.45
Split- Personality Libraries
In the 1958 report (p. 24), Memphis was cited as a library where the old central
building had been left as a busy reference library very close to the heart of downtown,
while a new central library had been built in a major shopping center four miles from
downtown. In the intervening years the penalties have been great even though the older
building has been renovated. The chief penalty comes from attempting to separate the
circulating and reference services to readers; those downtown are deprived of the use
of the major non-fiction circulating books which are essential for answering many in-
formational questions on all subjects. And the users of the new central library have
been deprived of good reference service; at the time the 1958 report was written, the
new central library had only about 1,000 reference books and no trained reference
librarian.
One fundamental principle of public library service is the essential unity of refer-
ence and adult non-fiction materials, and their joint servicing by trained and experi-
enced librarians. Further, this service is drawn on adults, college students and high
school students, and they are served by reference librarians whose objective is to
know as much as possible about the subject literature, including periodicals. To du-
plicate the reference staff for these three reader groups or for the two categories of
materials is costly and inefficient.
Since our 1958 report a new director has taken charge at Memphis who is deeply
concerned about the situation and is attempting to rectify it. The Memphis library
recently retained an experienced library administrator, Harold Hamill of the Los
Angeles Public Library, as consultant, to recommend a solution. In a news interview
in September 1966, he is quoted as "finding the division of Memphis main library and
the city's reference library shocking. ... It is shocking that the general reference
collection--about 50,000 volumes, is outside of the main and central library .... I
will recommend that the reference and circulating books be put together. 47 But
where ? To take the major reference materials and services from downtown would
create a grievous vacuum of informational help where it is chiefly sought and be a
major disservice to that community. To save space downtown, suggestions are some-
times made to separate the administrative offices and the preparation of books from
the rest of the central library and place them on less expensive land elsewhere. But
the costly time loss in daily operations which would result is inexcusable, as demon-
strated in the separation of these functions in the District of Columbia Public Library.
A central library organization can only be split apart at great expense and inconve-
nience; it is one complete and interrelated organization, with a logic in the interrela-
tion of its parts. It is better and less costly to have a building with an additional upper
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floor if it is in a good location and no additional ground can be had.
Another variety of split-personality libraries has resulted in new library buildings
in several cities being poorly located, for various reasons. At Flint, Michigan, pres-
sure resulted in relating the public library to the local college "eight blocks from the
main street at its busiest section," to create a "cultural center," leaving the old li-
brary in its more central location, as a branch, for a few months, then in rented and
very inadequate floor space thus increasing the operating costs for the library system.
Steps are now being taken to rectify the general situation at Flint, probably by estab-
lishing a new "branch" where central should have been. But it will not be easy or in-
expensive; almost certainly the taxpayers will be penalized by operating two libraries
within a few blocks of each other, and the major collections and services will not be
where the major adult public would use them most conveniently.
Orientation and Placement on Site
There is a basic conflict between two ideas: (a) that the library building should be a
beautiful building, located, designed and placed on its site to attract the entire intelli-
gent community to use it, and therefore easily approached and entered and not set back
from the sidewalk, nor raised up on an elevated base requiring any steps to enter it,
but on the contrary giving a view to passers-by of the interesting and busy interior of
the library in action, and (b) that the library should be "set off" in landscaped grounds,
set up on a base or pedestal to make it more impressive, and given an aura of "dignity,"
often false and inappropriate because a good library has an inherent dignity derived
from effective performance of its essential function of serving its community. It
seems obvious that the latter concept must inevitably reduce the library's visual at-
traction to that considerable segment of a community's population, especially adults,
which should but does not use it. It may well be that the entire impression of their
library as a public institution has been that of the traditional Morgue of Culture, the
Great Stone Face, or the Stuffed Shirt, which characterized so many public library
buildings of the past.
It is most regrettable, but true, that in the 1960's the pressures from architects
and public officials who are making decisions without comprehending the consequences,
are now resulting in a reversion to some of the former attempts at "show off" buildings,
some of which are even receiving architectural awards.
One prefers a site where the building will not face south or west, on account of the
sun's glare and heat. But ideal orientation is by no means as important as an other-
wise strategic site, and it often happens that one side of the same street is much
busier than the other. There are numerous ways to overcome difficulties from too
much sunlight, but one way-using a blank masonry wall along the front-should not be
used. In other words, good orientation means placing the modern library and design-
ing its front so that everyone may look into its interior and see what goes on, as a
matter of public relations. The quotation above in Section 7 from South Bend, illus-
trates the value of using the space along the sidewalk as a display medium.
Recently, some strange things have been done as a result of increasing concern for
the numerous citizens with physical handicaps serious enough to make stair climbing
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difficult or impossible. Though 12 percent of the population has permanent physical
disabilities, by no means is this proportion unable to use the library easily, and a
considerable segment are housebound and are not part of those who visit the library. 4 8
The easiest and most sensible way to meet this need is by the simple device of design-
ing the library with its main floor at sidewalk level, rather than raising it up on a base,
requiring several steps to reach it, and then having to make up for this penalty by a
ramp or other device which in several buildings has complicated and detracted from
their design.
Circular Library Buildings
One of the architectural excesses recently being committed is the circular building.
A careful study of the plans for six circular libraries does not encourage the belief
that a circular library can be either efficient or economical. Considerable space is
wasted because the rectangles of books, cases, tables and other equipment do not fit
into curved spaces and because curved structure and equipment are more costly. Most
circular buildings support a heavy domed roof structure, and in three of the six cases
this necessitates a circle of closely-spaced columns which cut off the supervisory
view, reduce interior flexibility, and increase the per foot cost of usable space. In
three cases, in order to justify radial stacks (whose vogue ended a half-century ago)
on the ground that one person posted centrally can see what goes on between all the
bookcases, the procession of users is routed all the way from the entrance at the
perimeter to the service desk in the center of the building, a noisy, spacewasting,
and inefficient solution. We omit discussion of numerous other weaknesses of circu-
lar buildings, and note only the waste of valuable ground lost by setting a round build-
ing on a square or rectangular plot.
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